Abstract: This paper first analyzes the soft-sensor technology and temperature measurement technology used in recent soft measurements, focuses on the accuracy and efficiency requirements of soft measurement in slab surface temperature detection. In this paper, we collects images noise processes of continuous casting slabs, and uses component-based OTSU segmentation method to extract the slab area and then implements Hough transform for edge correction; then measures the selected regions of interest in pixels and extracts color features using PCA for feature reduction; we extracts the improved data set with KNN algorithm for noise reduction, and the removal of contradictory data; the final regression models are used in prediction.
Introduction
Since the 1990s, with the support vector machine theory put forward, more and more support vector machine soft measurement techniques were used [1] . Least squares support vector machine combined with a mixture of expert system with soft sensor modeling method were proposed and applied to the liquid steel temperature prediction [2] . The support vector machines have the advantages of simple topology, sound foundation, globally unique optimal solution, and could obtain the maximum useful information from a narrow distribution of the samples, which has strong data processing ability and learning generalization capacity. Therefore, SVM based soft temperature measurement will have a broad practical value.
Billet temperature's real-time computing model was put forward in 2007 [3] . We can use the "billet solidification heat transfer mathematical model" [4, 5] coupled with online correction to obtain more accurately measures of the temperature effect. Fuzzy model [6] of slab surface temperature measurements was introduced. The fuzzy model uses gradient descent method to modify the model, which build a good model not only reflects the actual system, but also has a good practicability. RBF network [7] based soft-sensor model of billet temperature can achieve the accurate and timely forecasts, reduce fuel and reach the purpose of billet surface oxidation. Kang Ping [8] uses neural network software measurement methods based on the measured experimental data, to establish billet heating temperature in the soft sensor model, which can make a more accurate prediction to the temperature of the billet.
However, sampled data sets inevitably contain noise, including random errors, negligence statute of error and data error. Random error is the mean difference of the same large number of repeated measurements. As long as the casting process and the thermal imager run normally, random measurement error has a very small influence to the soft measure model. Gross error is usually due to system failure, instrument failure or human error. Statute of error data is cause by the lack of consideration of certain factors or loss data compression caused by the loss of information. The latter two gross errors will seriously affect the temperature of this soft measure model.
K-NN Regression
The Nearest Neighbor algorithm establishes a classification method which has no special assumptions in the form of the function; the only assumption is that the function is a smooth function. That is to say that k-NN algorithm is a non-parameter estimation method, because it does not involve the parameters' estimation in an equation which is formed by the assumed function.
In the process of finding the nearest k neighbors, it is necessary to define a kind of measuring function to measure the distance between the samples. This function gives two samples of the size of the distance between the scalar judged by far and near. The scalar distance of two samples will be calculated by the function. In the way, we can judge which sample is closer to the new sample. The distance measurement function must satisfy the followed four properties. For arbitrary variables a, b, and c:
The common metric distance function is the Euclidean distance. The Euclidean distance of the two attribute samples is defined as:
The basic steps of k-NN algorithm are:
1. Choose the training samples and record the category sign of the samples. 2. Calculate the distance between the new sample and the all the training samples (absolute distance, the Euclidean distance or Minkowski distance), find the k nearest samples of the new sample. 3. The category which most samples belong to will be taken as the category of the new sample. If there are two patterns of the same proportion, the pattern which includes the nearest sample will be chosen as the category that the new sample belongs to. 4. According to the largest share of the nearest samples, the category which the sample belongs to will be identified.
Data De-noising Model
Considering that the quality of this data is very important to the predictive model, we use k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm to remove noisy data. The intermediate target data item, to find his k-Nearest Neighbor, should use the function value of k-nearest neighbors to estimate target function value data item. If the estimated objective function value and the value of the data item itself vary widely, it indicates that the data function value of items are with conflicting data attributes, so the data item is a noise data, which should be removed.
In this paper, we define the weighted methods and properties from the weighted k-NN algorithm for improvement. We introduce W to be the weighted matrix of property rights of individual properties, and introduce A = (α 1 , ...α k ) as the weight vector that weighted the contribution of the k neighbors. Distance measuring function is defined as follows:
W takes the diagonal matrix:
The objective function of the new sample is calculated as follows:f
The process of the algorithm is described as follows:
1. Select the training data set that is without noise. 2. Determine the attribute weight matrix W , clip threshold θ and the number of the nearest neighbor samples k. In this paper, we use the square of the coefficient (e 1 ) 2 of the training data set Y 1 i = e 1 Y i T which is the first principal component, as the value of property rights. Then use the maximum error value in the prediction using k-neighbor rules of training data set as the threshold θ ; 3. Take any sample from the data set which needs to be clipped. According to the above-defined distance metric function and function value estimation algorithm rules of k-NN, we try to find nearest neighbors from the training data set, and estimate the value of the function f (x). Calculate the estimation error
is greater than θ , the given threshold, then remove the sample. Otherwise, reserve the sample. 4. Repeat a and traverse the entire data set until all samples in D are considered, get the sets of data D ′ which gets rid of the contradictions of data.
Experiments and Results

Data De-noising Experiment
First select 100 samples of non-noise. The method will choose 10 pixels in the billet region of each image, which c ⃝ 2013 NSP Natural Sciences Publishing Cor.
is from the 10 images in the experiments, then carefully record and extract features. Secondly determine the weight. The approach to determine the weight is to analysis the principal component of these 100 samples, the attribute weights matrix is the diagonal elements w 1 , ..., w 13 . Parameter K=3, the query sample uses some of the training samples, getting the maximum prediction error of 28.179 and the data clipping threshold is set to 29. The dataset size needed to be clipped is 600. Experimental platform is Visual Studio 2008, operating environment is laptop of 2.53GHz with 2.00GB RAM. Running the algorithm consumes eight minutes, and 495 samples are left, excluding 105 samples, which includs100 samples extracted from the background region and 5 samples extracted from slab region.
Parameter Optimization
Typically, using a grid search method to select the parameters of SVR is time-consuming and blind. In this paper, particle swarm optimization algorithm is adopted for the SVR parameter selection, and experiments show that the method has higher prediction accuracy and fast convergence speed.
The training samples and test samples using in the experiments are after feature selection by k = 3. That is to use the first three principal components as feature vectors. In PSO algorithm, the population size m is set to 20, the learning factors c 1 = c 2 = 2. The algorithm's termination condition is the maximum number of iterations for the 100 samples or fitness value reaches 0.9. Search space of C is [1, 215] 
Regression Model Experiment
The training samples and testing samples used by our experiments are selected through feature k = 3, and training sample size is 352, the test sample size is 243 and the feature dimension is 3. Multiple linear regression models, ε − SV R model and LS-SVR model were used, where model parameters are optimized by PSO algorithm. Distribution of data point samples for test is shown in Comparison of the test results for three models is shown in Table 2 . As is shown in Table 2 , multiple linear regression models has the worst testing accuracy, however, the time spent on training is the least, because its training process is simple matrix operations. ε − SV R model has the best test accuracy, but also have the most expensive training time, as the method need to solve a constrained quadratic problem, and the number of constraints is equal to sample size. LS-SVR has a slightly worse test accuracy than the ε − SV R, but the training time is far less than ε − SV R. So the conclusion is to select the different regression models according to different needs.
